Fraud Advantage
World-leading fraud mitigation
powered by Featurespace

Fraud Advantage powered by Featurespace brings the most powerful machine learning to assess fraud risk within
your authorisation flow in milliseconds.
Utilising a combination of machine learning and artificial intelligence, Featurespace’s neural network is
continually learning and adapting to stay on top of potential fraud.

Benefits
24-7 real time fraud coverage against
(but not limited to) - Account Takeover,
Card-not-present (CNP) fraud, Counterfeit and
skimming fraud, Lost and stolen card fraud,
Card-never-arrived fraud
Instant decisions and processing
Best-in-class analytical model assessing
transactions for fraud risk in less than 30
milliseconds
Significantly reduce False positives and drive
higher approval rates
Through machine learning and Automated Deep
Behavioral Networks
Lower operational costs
Reduce time needed for manual checks and
understand customer behaviour and patterns
through adaptive behavioural analytics

Features
Real-time decision making
Adaptive and self-learning rules
Allows you to safeguard your business
against evolving fraud threats
Non-monetary events and third-party
enrichment data
Customers can also set up bespoke rules
within the tool to generate alerts
Zero model degradation
Models automatically retune which
eliminates the need for retraining
Reporting is available within the UI

Improved customer experience
Reduce cardholder friction
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Maximum cardholder protection with minimal friction
Existing users of the Featurespace ARIC Risk Hub have been able to benefit from a reduction up to 80% in
genuine transactions declined and a 39% reduction in fraud losses.
We truly understand our customers businesses and have many years’ experience in utilising best practices in fraud
monitoring and management. Our suite of solutions means we are uniquely positioned to support you with the most
appropriate level of fraud protection for your needs.
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